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Desire
Evoke self’s
curiosity, luring
self to follow her
impulses and raw
needs through
a “container” of
magic
Cat God
The divine existence
that teaches self moral
and balance through a
play of destiny, shaking
off the burden of
excessive desire.

Self is the First character appeared
in the film
Inspired by the the three different
layers that form “self” in Freud’s
theory, ID, Ego and Super Ego.
Throughout the film, “self” will be
interacting with four other characters
that correlates with the different
layers of self. These interactions
and changes are to indicate the
transformation and deep exploration
into oneself.

Darkness
Turbulent movement
driven by the power of
unknown and beyond,
leading to the chaos
and the devouring of
self balance and more
Wisdom
The rebellious young
person who has all the
knowledge in the world.
Liberating the mind of self
with how she sense the
world, sense the life.

If “desire” were a person, he
might be a nihilistic magician,
who can evoke curiosity and
desire like an AI but at the same
time, his magic would disappear
in a second.

Desire is the second character appeared in the short film, the first
character interacted with self. Inspired by the concept of “ID”, the very
raw instincts and curiosity.
At this decade of fast developing technology and information, science
became one of the solution to satisfy the human desire. For example, AI
that design to fits one’s interests. However, on the other hand, desire is
also something temporary, like the natural order of life. Therefore, this
character is a clash of the eternity of technology and the temporality of
nature.
As a result, working with people who specialized in 3D printing was the
key to create the materiality for this look - 3D printing on natural fabric
- Eternal yet temporary

Just as the moments we think we are
finally in control of our own destiny,
but actually we cannot truly escape our
determined fate.

Cat God is inspired by "Ego", it is the layer of self that balances the
Impulsiveness of ID and the extreme idealist of Super Ego.
It is very similar to how human sees the divine existence(not limiting to
a specific religion). Like gods taught us what is moral, what is shame.
The characteristic of the gods in most of the religion is the ultimate
justice who gives judgements to human. However, the gods also have
“personalities”. These property reminds me of “cat” - strong individuality
and carelessness to “humans”. Sometimes I wonder, are we entertaining
the cats or the cats are tricking us to entertain them?
Communicating with dancers and music composers and trying to convey
how I interpret the Cat God is essential and a major challenge.

“That is not dead, which can
eternal lie, and with stage aeons,
even death may die.”

Darkness is the forth character that appears in the film, the “mystical
participation” of the dream. It is an element that cannot be explained by
science of psychology.
People usually relate it to the memory of gods and religion but it is really
beyond our ability to understand.
One quote from Cthulhu Mythos by H.P. Lovecraft that fascinates me a
lot: “That is not dead, which can eternal lie, and with stage aeons, even
death may die.” This sentence illustrate the mood and atmosphere of the
unknown.
An imagery of a black hole is the main inspiration for the design, for it
is the portal to the unknown, the turbulence of balance and the chaos
beyond beyond.

After he woke up, he
realizes he cannot truly
distinguish if he was a
butterfly or the butterfly
became himself.

Wisdom is the last character that Self encounters. It represents Super
Ego, the most ideal self that one can imagine. It is someone who has all
the knowledge in the world.
Inspired by the idea from blind samurai, the one who is blind can see
more than everyone else. The wise one doesn’t need to see but to feel the
world.
Also inspired by one of my favorite philosophical idea ”ZhouZhuang
dreamt of Butterflies” - the great philosopher Zhuang Zi was one of the
most free-spritzed philosopher who travelled around China to pursue his
studies. This idea illustrated a dream that he dreamt where he became a
butterfly. After he woke up, he realizes he cannot truly distinguish if he
was a butterfly or the butterfly became himself. It is a state of mind that
merges the realm of dream and reality.

